ATTENTION: HAHS ART STUDENTS OR ANYONE WITH PAINTING/ DRAWING SKILLS

BUDDING ARTISTS NEEDED FOR CANTEEN MURAL

Be part of a creative design team for the canteen mural. Work closely with the canteen convenor within a short time frame and be PART OF HAHS POSTERITY!!

Essentials qualities for successful applicants:

1. Drawing skills
2. Create accurate sketches that can be reproduced to scale on the canteen walls.
3. Ability to work autonomously in a team environment.
4. Be deadline driven – mural needs to be painted in July holidays.
5. Ability to have fun.
6. Be able to dedicate ONE DAY of school holidays in the SECOND WEEK to painting their design on the canteen walls.

TIME FRAME:

1. Designs to be submitted to canteen convenor by EMAIL BY THURSDAY 27TH OF JUNE
2. All successful applicants will be contacted as from FRIDAY THE 28TH OF JUNE AND during the FIRST WEEK OF THE HOLIDAYS.

CONTACT:

Ms Corinne Jacquin/ Sneddon- 0411-042-630- if you need any details regarding this advert- Submit your drawings / designs by email to coco_jacquin@yahoo.com.au- DO NOT FORGET TO INCLUDE YOUR NAME AND CONTACT DETAILS- including a skype address if you have one. (we might have to do a skype meeting with everyone)

REWARDS:

1. Prize for best design.
2. Every artist chosen who turns up to draw their design ONE DAY in the second week of the holidays will receive 2 movie tickets and will go into a draw for a major prize on the day.

NOTE: You can search the net for foodie related drawings – think about the items we actually sell in the canteen- fruits- coke- milk- hot dogs- burgers etc...Go to the canteen and have a look at all the blank walls and spot where your design could be reproduced. Talk to your art teacher. Pair up with a friend- two minds better than one!

MOST OF ALL HAVE FUN DRAWING IT!